
Information on Travel Routes 
 

1. Location 

EADS-Astrium GmbH is situated in beautiful surroundings at Immenstaad near 
Friedrichshafen, directly on Lake Constance and with the breathtaking panorama of the Alps 
as a backdrop.  

 

2. Direct flights to Friedrichshafen are available from: 
 
• Berlin Tempelhof 
• Düsseldorf 
• Frankfurt 
• Hamburg 

 

 

3. Access from Zurich - Airport (ca. 100 km) to 'EADS Astrium' Immenstaad 

 
Motorway (Autobahn) N 1 direction to WINTERTHUR - Motorway N 7 direction to 
KREUZLINGEN and KONSTANZ - the motorway ends in KEUZLINGEN, just follow the signs 
to KONSTANZ - pass the customs and follow the signs MEERSBURG FÄHRE - at the 
harbour in Konstanz you have to cross the lake by ferry and you reach MEERSBURG - in 
MEERSBURG you have to follow the signs LINDAU - on that route (B 31) you pass 
HAGNAU. After HAGNAU you will pass IMMENSTAAD. EADS Astrium is located just on the 
right side, you can follow the signs. 

 

 

4. Access from Munich - Airport (ca. 250 km) to 'EADS Astrium' Immenstaad 

 
Motorway (Autobahn) A 9 direction to MÜNCHEN - at KREUZ MÜNCHEN-NORD take the 
Motorway A 99 direction to LINDAU - at KREUZ MÜNCHEN SÜD take Motorway A 96 
direction to LINDAU - on that Motorway you pass MEMMINGEN - leave the Motorway when 



the sign FRIEDRICHSHAFEN comes (before LINDAU) - follow that route (B 31) to 
FRIEDRICHSHAFEN - in FRIEDRICHSHAFEN you follow the signs to MEERSBURG. You 
pass the village FISCHBACH. At the end of FISCHBACH you will just see IMMENSTAAD 
you have to turn left and follow the signs to EADS Astrium. 

 

5. Access from Stuttgart - Airport (ca. 200 km) to 'EADS Astrium' Immenstaad 

 

Motorway (Autobahn) A 8 direction to KARLSRUHE - at LEONBERGER DREIECK Motorway 
A 81 direction to SINGEN - at KREUZ HEGAU Motorway A 98 direction to 
FRIEDRICHSHAFEN/LINDAU - at the end of the Motorway just follow the signs direction to 
MEERSBURG and LINDAU - you pass MEERSBURG, HAGNAU. After the village HAGNAU 
you will pass IMMENSTAAD. EADS Astrium is located just on the right side, you can follow 
the signs. 

 

6. Access from Friedrichshafen Railway Station to 'EADS Astrium' Immenstaad 
 
The best is to take a Taxi in front of the railway station and tell the driver you would like to go 
to Dornier Pforte 1 (Gate 1). 
 
You can use public transport as well. Underneath you will find the bus line and timetable. 
 

 
 
 



 



Site Map 
7. Access to 'EADS Astrium' site 
 
When arriving at the site (follow also “DORNIER Werk 1”) visitor parking area is P5. 
Visitors’ entrance gate is gate 1 “Pforte 1”. Please have your passports ready to get a 
visitors batch. 
 
Our reserved meeting room is located in building BG8 in the 5th floor, room 
“Friedrichshafen” (this may be subject of change, please watch latest notices) 
 
 

 
 

Room: 
Friedrichshafen 


